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16th IAVE WORLD CONFERENCE
Youth - The Future Of Voluntary Work
14 to 19 January 2001 in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands

The global start of the International Volunteer Year
will take place in one of the most beautiful and
interesting cities in the world.

When you hand in the enclosedform, you will
receive a typically Dutch courtesypresent at the
2001 stand in the lobby of the jubilee
Auditorium.

We shall then send you the brochure including
registration form to keep you posted on this
unique World Conference.

a special World Conference,
a royal opening,
a spectacular dosing ceremony
The IAVE World Conference in Amsterdam with the main theme:

Youth, The Future Of Voluntary Work,
will mark the start of the International Volunteer Year and it will focus worldwide (political)
attention on voluntary work. The year 2001 has been proclaimed the International Volunteer
Year by the United Nations.
It's going to be a exceptional conference.
Among other prominent figures, Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands and the Secretary General
of the United Nations will be invited to the opening ceremony.
Ar the closing ceremony, a final document will be signed: renowned politicians and former
politicians, and youth idols from the world of sports, music, film and television will be asked
to sign this final document, either on the spot or via satellite.
The message?
To call on governments and organizations to step up efforts to invest in voluntary work.
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At least 200 grants
One thousand participants from 75 countries are expected in Amsterdam. There are
at least 200 grants available.
Terms and conditions are set out in the registration brochure, which you can order
with the enclosed form.

WHAT'S ON OFFERIN AMSTERDAM?
* Theme: Youth, The Future Of Voluntary Work
* Presentations, workshops

* Innovative projects
from the Netherlands and abroad

* Results of current research
In 1999, new research is to be carried out in the
Netherlands and in other countries

* Supply and Demand Fair
Trade and Industry/ Voluntary Work
A simulation of a trade fair where the needs of voluntary
organizations are linked ro offers made by companies
with a social commitment.

* A parallel conference for firms with a social
commitment
Structural help with voluntary work as a company's
social duty

* Apart from that ...
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a surpnsrng excursion
inspiring cultural encounters

* And you can ...
encounter paintings by Rembrandt and van Gogh
take a boat trip along I JU1
century canals
shop in historical streets

IAVE is delighted that its 16th World Conference is to be
held in Amsterdam in January 2001.

The Conference will be organized by

International
Association
for
Volunteer
Effort
and
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VrijwilUgerswerk

Durch Volunteer Centre

For more information
NOV, PO Box 2877, 3500 GW Utrecht
The Netherlands
rel. 0031 30 2319844
fax: 0031 30 2343896
e-mail: algemeen@nov.nl

